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Abstract:

Mole rats of the genus Nannospalax having high karyotypic variability (chromosome numbers ranging
from 2n = 36 to 2n = 62) are dominant mammals occupying the subterranean niche in Anatolia. Respective
distributional ranges of karyotypic forms within this taxon remain uncertain due to insufficient data. In
the present study, karyological analyses of 36 specimens belonging to N. nehringi were examined from 10
sampling sites of Western Turkey. During the study, five karyotypic forms were recorded (2n = 36 NF = 68
from Aydın, 2n = 40 NF = 72 from Isparta, 2n = 56 NF = 72 from Uşak, 2n = 60 NF = 78 from Isparta and
2n = 60 NF = 84 from Denizli and Burdur). When distribution areas of karyotipic forms are considered,
these karyotypes are new records for this taxon in Turkey. In addition, this study aims to determine the
most likely distribution areas of the four chromosome forms (2n= 36, 40, 56, 60) in Turkey paying attention on previously verified localities data.
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Introduction
The genus Nannospalax (GÜLDENSTAEDT, 1770) is
a large group including eight species (KRYšTUFEK
and VOHRALIK 2001, WILSON and REEDER 2005) of
strong territorial subterranean rodents with an
expansive distribution in the Balkans, steppe of
Russia, Middle East and North Africa (SAVIC and
NEVO 1990). Major revisions indicate that the systematic status of the genus remains largely uncertain (CORBET 1978, SAVIC and NEVO 1990, HARRISON,
BATES 1991). This taxonomic problem is increased
due to high levels of cytogenetic diversity within
the genus (SAVIC and NEVO 1990). According to the
results of SÖZEN et al. (2006b) and KANKILIÇ et al.

(2007a); it is obvious that this species shows high
karyotypic variability having eleven karyotypes
(2n = 36 – 40 and 2n = 48 – 62) as well as NF = 66
– 92. Such variability makes the taxonomic status
of this rodent, with being a good example of chromosome speciation, very complicated in Turkey
and other areas (SAVIC and NEVO 1990, NEVO et al.
1995, SÖZEN et al. 2006a, KANKILIÇ et al. 2009).
Up to date, only five chromosome forms (2n = 36,
38, 50, 56, and 60) of N. leucodon complex have
been determined from western Anatolia. Each of
chromosomal form in the area has been represented by samples obtained from only one locality in
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